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With the Allied Beachhead Forces
March 5»

This shoulder has been a sore spot to the enemy ever since his last big

attack was stopped north of the fly-over. He has made continual efforts to

rub the shoulder down in order to get more room to mount his attack. His

method has been infiltration, with a party never less than forty strong, with

the firm intention of penetrating behind our lines, then diggin-in, developing

harrassing fire and re-inforcing. he countryside, with

wadis is particularly suitable for'these tactics. But recently he has not

been having too happy a time in his attempts at infiltration. 7/e have been

hitting back with fighting patrols, and the shoulder at night has been the scene

of continual small-scale encounters, especially around the farmhouses which

stand out like forts on the rolling plough land between the wadis»

This area now has its own geography, as our troops re-name the roads and

farmhouses because of these nightly tussles. Examples are "Sneezy Bends"

for the twisting, cant track, and "Bashful Corners" for a particularly hot spot.

The "King’s Arms" is not a popular port of call at night, and the muddy road

christened "Fleet Street" is no place to loiter.

Last night the enemy left two officers and some other ranks as prisoners

inour hands after one of the forays. All this activity was on a small scale.

Both sides need a break in the weather before trying anything big. ' The enemy

needs a dry spell to employ his tanks. We need it to let loose the full weight

of our overwhelming air power, But the weather here is fickle at this time

of year, and forecasters on the beachhead are having a tough time.
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